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Background
 Many critical plant life management issues for operating nuclear power
plants are related to materials.
 Lifetime extension, power upgrading, and construction of new plants
require investigating and solving problems related to components and
structural integrity.
 Degradation related to the ageing of structures and components is an
important aspect of power plant safety, and ageing management
requires activities related to the utilization, inspection, surveillance,
testing, examination, and degradation mitigation of materials.
 Activated or contaminated materials require special facilities for
handling, testing and examining them.
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Background
 Hot lab: A laboratory where the handling of radioactive materials is
allowed.
 Ion exchange resins
 Radiochemistry
 Nuclear fuel
 Isotope packaging
 Activated structural materials
 Iodine
 Hot cell: The shielding facility within which the actual radioactive
material is safely handled, particularly with regards to strong
gamma emitters.
 NPP pressure vessel steel
 Activated reactor core stainless steels and nickel-based alloys.
 Fuel rod cladding
 (irradiated nuclear fuel)
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Background
 VTT has been hosting the national hot laboratory infrastructure
since it was first constructed and equipped in the 1970’s.
 Current hot labs are neither technically up to date nor adequate to
all present research requirements.
 Current hot labs are housed in a building being renovated by its
new owners.
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for funding
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New facility Conceptual Design
and 1st Draft Design by
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Profile of new Centre for Nuclear Safety
 3,300 m2 office wing includes a ground-level conference centre,
and three floors of modern, flexible office space for 150 people.
 Office wing is intended to serve nuclear sector researchers in:
o computerized fluid dynamics
o process modelling (APROS)
o fusion plasma computations
o severe accidents
o core-computations
o waste-management
o safety assessments
o staff working in the laboratory wing.
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Profile of new Centre for Nuclear Safety
 2,360 m2 laboratory wing includes a basement level and two floors
of laboratory space.
 Laboratory space is arranged around the main high-bay, which
houses the hot-cells proper, and includes:
o radiochemistry
o nuclear waste
o dosimetry
o failure analysis
o mechanical and microstructural characterisation of materials
 Basement is primarily intended for storage and handling of
radioactive materials and waste.
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A-laboratory and hot-cell facilities
 Main focus of REHOT project is the A-laboratory and hot-cells.
 Facilities must enable a wide variety of research-related activities
proper, as well as provide the supporting handling, storage and
maintenance infrastructure.
 Many of the preparation, test and characterization activities must
take place inside the shielded cells.
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Hot laboratory zone strategy
 The ALARA principle can be fulfilled best through a zone strategy, in
which a lower background radiation is required in those areas where
workers (and externals) will spend the most time.
 A hot lab facility should be laid out such that the most intensive emissions
occur within shielded cells, with the rooms housing those cells subject to
monitoring and exposure limits as well.
 Desirable to identify a primary working side of the cells with more robust
shielding on assumption that workers will spend more time on that side,
while the secondary side could have limited access.
 By handling transportation casks in an area separate from the normal daily
working area, an added level of protection from accidental exposures is
gained, especially with regards to outsiders (e.g. drivers).
 The facilities should be capable of handling a variety of different transport
casks in a cask-appropriate manner.
 Transportation involves both reception of research materials, and
exporting of waste materials.

Zone strategy
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Zone strategy
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CEA-LECI Mechanical Testing Facilities, new “M” line
Building 625

Rear Zone

Front Zone

Cask Arrival Zone
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Hot laboratory layout strategy
 Shielding materials utilized affect layout options and building demands:
 Concrete- cheap but requires large volume
 Lead- dense, but costs more, weighs a lot, and may melt in fire
 Steel- thinner than concrete, fire resistant, but also expensive
 Stainless steel- clean, airtight when welded, but very expensive.
 Stainless steel sheathed modules can give flexibility in cell use.
 Operation may be on one-side, adjacent sides, and/or opposite sides.
 Separation between operator side and supporting activities can be
achieved by cell front/back divisions and/or by splitting to different levels.
 Cells can be many small or a few large, arranged in single rows, double
rows, L-shapes or blocks, with best selection being purpose-driven.
 Cells can be a part of building structure, or free-standing in a hall.
 In addition to handling large transport casks, a bridge crane is an essential
tool for constructing and furnishing cells themselves.
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Hot laboratory layout strategy






Similar activities to VTT
Minimal space available
Includes both cells and rooms
Both heavy and light cells.
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Hot laboratory layout strategy




A small number of large cells.
More efficient space use.
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Hot Cell chamber structure
 A modular shielding solution of steel-lead-stainless steel can optimize all
of the positive attributes of each material, in a compact fashion.
 The robustness of shielding must be balanced with useability of particular
cells, in a rational fashion (e.g. fully air tight is not essential for structural
materials, but cleanliness is enhanced by using S.S. sheathing).
 Ventilation should be cell-specific, and include filtration on both intake and
exhaust.
 Interface between cell and building systems (electrical, gas, liquids,
ventilation, waste) requires specific design.
 Transport of materials into and out of cell requires specific attention.

Hot cell Chambers- Structure
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CEA-LECI Mechanical Testing Facilities, new “M” line
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Hot Cell chamber structure
 Windows are expensive, but large ones can be worthwhile.
 Modern digital cameras offer a cheap augmentation for in-cell visibility.
 In addition to manipulators, a number of in-cell devices can add flexibility
and safety, like ceiling mounted hoists, in-cell storage containers, in-cell
mini-SEMs for utilitarian purposes, etc.
 Clever decisions regarding in-cell versus out-of-cell placement improves
safety and cleanliness (e.g. light replacement, load-cell calibration, etc.)
 These and other topics will be further explored and expanded in the
Conceptual Design process with an external consultant.
An important aspect is the fabrication of the hot cell chambers.
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Hot cell Chambers- Construction
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Autoclave testing of irradiated stainless steels
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Autoclave testing of irradiated stainless steels
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Autoclave testing of irradiated stainless steels

sivut: 23 cm Pb
katto ja pohja: 18 cm Pb
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Hot cell Chambers- Construction
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Autoclave testing of irradiated stainless steels
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Hot Cell chamber construction
 A fully do-it-yourself (DIY) approach is technically possible by simply
welding frameworks to support lead bricks, windows and manipulators.
 A ”professional” job would probably be of higher quality, but the level of
utility/modification of a paticular cell may be limited, and the level of quality
required is open for debate.
 A series of subcontracts to (local) fabrication shops could be a good
compromise, but requires very good design and planning, which comes at
its own price (also offered by vendors of Conceptual Design contract).
 The extent of DIY has a direct impact on the apparent pricetag, but VTT
salary (+overhead + errors) is still an expense to include in the calculation.
 In any case, the building must be designed to enable on-site fabrication
and/or assembly.
 In addition to obvious cell fabrication work, the furnishing and finishing of
the cells is a process requiring adequate schedule allocation...
 ...as is commissioning!
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VTT - 70 vuotta
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teknologiaa yhteiskunnan ja
elinkeinoelämän hyväksi

